Climbing Wall - Staff

Definition: Climbing Wall Staff

The Climbing Wall Staff position is a student position and is responsible for the day-to-day operation of the climbing wall.

Duties: The Climbing Wall Instructor position is a student position. Climbing Wall Instructors are responsible for the day-to-day operation of the climbing wall. Responsibilities include but are not limited to:

- Daily set up and closing procedures
- Provide belay services to members
- Instruct climbing clinics
- Supervise Recreational Climbing facilities to ensure that activities are being conducted safely and appropriately.
- Provide a welcoming, inclusive environment for staff and participants.
- Provide a friendly, upbeat and customer service oriented environment at all times.
- Check out and keep a record of climbing equipment rentals.
- Enforce policies to ensure a fun and safe environment

Qualifications: Education: Must be enrolled in a minimum of six (6) units at California State University, San Bernardino and maintain a quarterly and cumulative G.P.A. above 2.0.

Experience: Must be enrolled in a minimum of six units at California State University, San Bernardino. Strong interpersonal skills, the ability to cooperate with a team of 20+ individuals comprised of students, staff and faculty. Experience working in a hands-on customer service environment preferred.

Compensation: $11.25 - $16.00 per hour.